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FOREWORD 

Authorization for the conduct of the survey and the preparation of 

this report was contained in a letter, dated 8 October, 1969, from the 

District Engineer, U. S. Army Engineer District, Mobile (MOO), to the 

Director, U. s. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES), subject 

"Field Test of Electrical Resistivity Method at Walter F. George Reservoir." 

The geoelectrical survey at the reservoir was accomplished by 
I I 

Messrs. Rene Menard and R. Tournageau of the firm of J. J. Dury and As-· 

sociates, Montreal, Quebec (now known as Sondelec International Limited' •. , 
( ' I I 

Coordination between the WES, MOO, and the firm; supervision of the surve;J'.';, 

and preparation of. the evaluation report were accomplished by Dr. R. T. 

Saucier of the Geology Branch, Soils Division, WES. Mr. G. W. Leese, Chief, 

Surface Blast Effects Section, Expedient Surfaces Branch, WES, assisted in 

directing the survey and provided a technical review of the Menard report. 

Operational support for the survey was provided by the MOO under the 

direction of Mr. J. Little, Survey Branch, Mr. L. B. Waites, Foundation 

and Materials Branch, and Mr. O. M. Taylor, Jr., Reservoir Manager. Liaison 

between the WES and MOO was provided by Mr. R. Coogan, Geology Section, 

Foundation and Materials Branch, MDO. 

Direct supervision of the study was provided by Dr. C. R. Kolb and 

Mr. W. B. Steinriede, Jr., Chief and Assistant Chief, respectively, of 

the Geology Branch, w"Es·, ana general supervision was provided by Messrs. J. P. 

Sale and S. J, Johnson, Chief and Special Assistant, respectively, of the 

Soils Division. 

Director of the WES during the conduct of this study and the prepara

tion of this report was COL Levi A. Brown, CE. Technical Director was 

Mr. F. R. Brown. 
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CONVERSION F.ACTORS, BRITISH TO METRIC UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 

British units ,of measurement used in this report can be converted to 
metric units as follows: 

M.i.ltiply By To Obtain 

inches 2.54 centimeters 
feet 0.3048 meters 
fahrenheit degrees 5/9 Celsius or Kelvin 

degrees 
•': 

ix 



SUMMARY 

A field demonstration of the Menard method of electrical resistivity 
surveying was conducted by the firm of J, J. Dury and Associates (Sondelec 
International Limited) at the Walter F. George Reservoir in December 1969. 
The test afforded the WES an opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of 
the method in detecting and delinenting subsurface openings in which moving 
groundwater (underseepage) was present. 

The Menard method, similar in equipment, field procedure, and data
processing techniques to standard resistivity methods, proved to be effec
tive in rleteding anomalies cnused by the electrofiltration effect that is 
(:reaterl by moving groundwater. South of the left embankment, a horizontal 
resistivity profile was obtained that correlated rensonably well with a 
water-temperature profile that defined the path of underseepage. In the 
case of a vertical profile situated on the crest of the left embankment, 
an electrofiltration effect caused by a series of closely spaced grout 
columns prev2nted calculation of true resistivities but determination of 
potential anomalies was possible. A large and well-defined anomaly sug
gesting a multiplicity of electrofiltration effects was discerned along the 
profile in an area where no correlation with known conditions (i.e., a 
cavity) is apparent. When later furnished detailed subsurface data pre
viously withheld, the engineering firm concluded that more precise corre
lations were possible if a horizontal distance error was assumed to be 
present beca:nsc of a distortion in the electrical field caused by the 
electrofiltration effect. Under the circumstances, the advisability and 
validity of more precise correlations are questioned. 

It has been concluded that the geoelectrica1 method is :::uperior to 
other techniques in detecting unrlerseepage where it can be applif>d intcm
sively in small arens; however, application in surveys of large nreor. with 
essentially unknown subsurface condition:::: probably would not he-nd'\/antngoous. 
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· GEOELECTRICAL SURVEY PERFORMANCE AND EVALUATION, 

WALTER F. GEORGE RESERVOIR, ALABAMA-GEORGIA . 

PARI' I: INTRODUCTION 

Background 

1. In July 1969, the engineering finn of J. J. Dury and Associates, 

Montreal, Quebec (Sondelec International Limited), forwarded to the Office, 

Chief of Engineers (OCE) correspondence containing descriptive· information 

on the Menard method of electrical'resistivity surveying and a proposal 

that the Corps of Engineers afford them an opportunity to give a field 

demonstratfon of the method. ·According to· the finn, the M2nard method is 

superior to standard electrical resistivity techniques in several respects, 

among which are (a) its ability to provide absolute ratherthan apparent 

resistivity values, (b) the possibility of obtaining direct results through 

computer processing, (c) a high degree of accuracy of results, and (d) the 

ability to determine the presence and direction· of movement of circ\1lating 

water. 

2. The descriptive data on the Menard method were forwarded to WES 

by OCE with a request that they be reviewed and evaluated from· the stand

point of application of the Menard method to the problem of detection of 

underground openings. · After a review of the ·data, it was concluded that' 

the method appeared to offer certain :distinct advantages but that the al

leged superior capabilities could not be properly assessed on' 'th(~ basis of 

the available data and a field test: would be necessary; ·The firm was noti

fied by WES that a field ··demonstration by them might be' possible ·at some 

future date in the event that sufficient ·runds and a suitable teHt site 

were available for a thorough test of performance capabilities. 

3. In subsequent correspondence, J. 'J ~ · Dury and Associates proposed 

the conduct of a field demonstration on a cost-only basis· and emphasized 

the application of the technique in problems involving the· detection of 

underground water circulation. After further· discussions with OC'E, it was 

agreed that the method appeared sufficiently promising to warrant a field 
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test at an early date ot the Walter F. Georr:e Reservoir on the Chattahoochee 

River, Alabama-Georgia..·· This site was selected because of the presence of 

circulating groundwater (underseepage) and the availability of large quanti

ties of control data in the·· fo:nn. of ·borings;.· grout hole logs, piezometers, 

water-temperature measurements, etc. 

Scheduling of Survey 

If. With the. approval .of the MDO and with confirmation of. the avail

ability of funds remaining from a previou~ project, the WES initiated plans 

in ,late. September 1969 to pro.vide coordination and technical assistance 

and to handle the necessary contractual arrangements for the conduct of a 

geoelectrical survey at the reservoir. The s.tlrvey was tentatively ccheduled · 

for the f'irst week in December, taking into. consideration the availability 

of support personnel, prior corrunitments of the engineering .firm, .contract 
' . 

. negotiation time, and probable weather conditions. An. additional prime con-

sirleration in scheduling was the completion of remedial treatment on a , 

flowing spring at the, site and an allowance of ample time for: the gro~nd-:

water table to return to a normal level af'ter a period of heavy pumpage and 

drawdown extending into October. 

5 •. Personnel from J. J. Dury and Associates, the. WES, and the MOO ar

rived at the site on 1 December ·1969. _The survey was initiated on. 2 Decem

ber and all field work was completed by. 5 December .. It was agreed that the 

field data. would ,be processed and interpreted _by the· engineering firm ~uring 

the succeeding .weeks and: a report prepa:r:ed on the results, of the survey. 

6 ... ;l'he basic. data interpretation and ,report preparation· was accomplished 

by Mr. R~n~ ~nard and the .report (written, in French) was submitted to the 

WES, on 31 December·l969. An English translation was made by Mr .. J. J, Dury 

-and f'orwarded to the WES on 14. January 1970. A:f'ter a. preliminary evaluation 

by the WES, the engineering firm was f'urnished certain additional specific 

information on the geology of the site. and the, nature of the groundwater. 

The firm was requested to provide any additional comments or interpretations 

resulting from the supplemental data; a second report· was prepared by them 

and submitted to the WES on.2() March 1970. 
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Scope of·Report 

7. This report provides a record of _ho\oJ', wh_en, and where the field 

survey was conducted and contains an evaluation of the results obtained 

during the survey. The results reported·by•the engineering firm have been 

assessed in light of the absolute data available .from core holes and ;other 

subsurface explorations. Conclusions have been reached regarding the 

· ability of the method to achieve the results claimed by the firm; however, 
' in view of a lack of comparative data, it has not be~npossible.to evaluate 

the results in terms of what might.have been accomplished by other similar 

geoelectrical methods at the same site. To facilitate review of the data 

and to permit future evaluations from different viewpoints, the complete 

texts of the engineering firm's reports are included in Appendix A. 
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PARI' II: THE SHRVF.Y 

Description of Menard Method 

8.' . In terni.s of field procedure, the Menard method as employed at the 

Walter F. George Reservoir involved essentially the same type of equipment 

and techniques as· would be used in most other electrical resistivity sur

veys. Dry' cell batteries producing a total of 360 volts of direct current 

were used in the ·survey. Both the current r electrcxlcs and the potential 

electrodes consisted of 10- to 12-in.*-long steel spikes that were driven 

several inches into the ground (fig. 1). The electric current was trans

mitted to the.current electrodes.through thin shielded copper wire. The 

potential electrodes were connected.to a simple switching box by·way of 

similar wire using alligator clip ns::;emblies to facilitate rapid changing 

from one electrode to another. Current and voltage measurements were read 

from a digital nrultimeter (fig. 2) and recorded manually on data sheets. 

9. The electrode configurations used in the Menard method are similar 

to those of the Schlumberger method. A brief explanation of thf· manner in 

which the Menard method is employed has been extracted from dati1. supplied 

by J. J, Dury and Associates and is reproduced in Appendix B of this 

report. 

Profile 1 

10. The first line or profile surveyed using the Menard method was a 

1000-ft-long horizontal profile or fixed-depth traverse located downstream 

from and parallel to the main left embankment (plate 1). The position of 

the profile was selected so as to trend completely across the known major 

path of-unders-eepage as aetermined from water table elevations, groundwater 

temperatures, and the top-of-rock configuration. 

11. The approximate position of the path of underseepage a'.long the 

profile was not provided to the engineering- firm representati ve:i prior to 

* , A table of factors for converting British units of measurement to metric 
units is presented on page ix. 
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Cohducting Wire attached poten:t:i..a1 electrodes 
during l!,1fOelectl'ica1 survey 
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underseepage. The intent of the line of vertical soundings was to test 

the effectiveness of the Menard method in providing detailed subsurface 

data, to check for the_ presence of localized underseepage if such could 

be detected, and to test the ability of the method to discern the several 

formational contacts present within the surveyed interval. 

Overwater Survey 

14. An overwater profile was planned as part of the survey opera

tions at the site to provide a demonstration of ~he operational aspects 

of the technique plus an indication of the effectiveness of the method in 

discerning moving groundwater in a formation underlying a body of water. 

The location selected for the profile was parallel to the main lef't em

bankment and between the embankment and the filled sink located 422 f't up

stream from the embankment center line at station 82+35. Although it ul

timately proved to be impossible to perform the overwater survey because 

of adverse weather conditions, the necessary apparatus were assembled and 

the operational aspects were reviewed. 

15. For an overwater survey, the potential electrodes (steel spikes) 

are supported by 12- X 12- X 2-in. polyurethane foam blocks (fig. 4). The 

electrodes are connected at the proper spacing by shielded copper wire, 

whi~h is supported and strengthened by attachment to a 1/4- or 3/8-in.

diameter nylon rope. One set of electrodes (usually about 10 to 12 in 

number) is extended in a straight line forward from a base craft or survey 

boat while a second set is extended in a straight line af't of the survey 

boat. Smaller powered craf't are used at the ends of the electrode sets to 

maintain tension on the ropes; the lead craf't usually sets the pace while 

the rear craf't acts as a drag. The current electrodes consist of steel 

rods mounted at a fixed separation distance of about 2 m on a simple wooden 

.float assembly. The float assembly is towed a short distance behind the 

· survey boat, and the electrodes are connected with the batteries and multi

meter in the boat by copper wire. 

16. Personnel performing the survey plus all equipment are housed in 

the survey boat and communication with the other craft and a shore-based 
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and s1xpporting rope 
j n preparation for an 

overwater survey 

survey c.rew (to provide horizontal control or positioning) is mainta.tned 

by radio or a system signals, Horizontal resistivity measurements or 
profiles are best obtained when the entire craft-rope-electrode assembly 

moves at a slow, steady pace; however> for sounding, the entire 

assembly must remain as stationary possfble. 
17. According t'.:i the engineering- firm personnel, overwater sur-

vey can achieve comparable in all :respects to those obtained on 

land. Once the equipment is mobilized, overwater surveying is more rapid 

than land-based surveyfng; however, the tota1 amount of time needed. for an 

overwater survey might be considerably mor(i because of' a signif'icantly 

higher degree of dependence on weather conditions. 
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PARl' III: EVALUATION OF RESULTS 

First Report 

Profile 1 results 

18. Using an eccentered (sic) (eccentric?) array, the resistivity 

profile shown in plate 2 was obtained along. Line 1 south of the left em

bankment. In the opinion of the engineering firm, the resistivity values 

less than 250 o'nms/m3 represent natural groundwater whereas the values 

above this level represent leakage from the reservoir. The values over 

600 o'nms/m3 are thought to be ~ssociated with an electrofiltration effect. 

19. Two vertical (fixed point) and one oblique soundings were also 

made along the profile in the area of abnormally high resistivity values. 

For the vertical sou!)dings, designated ESl' and ES2 (plate 2), the curves 

represent the ratio between the centered and eccentered potential values 

while the numerals are resistivity values. According to the engine.ering 

firm, higher ratios.normally occur as.a result of an electrofiltration 

effect. 

20. No strong indication of water circulation was interpreted as 

being present at sounding ESl. The line.indicated at a depth of 33 :rt 

(plate 2), representing a change in trend of. both.the resistivity values 

and the potential ratios, was interpreted as probably being the contact 

between the alluvium and the earthy limestone (i.e., the top-of-rock). 

The high ratio values at sounding ES2 were considered a result of con

siderable water circulation, i.e., a pronounced electrofiltration effect. 

A break in trend of values occurs at a depth of 33 :rt; the engineering 

firm considered either this depth or a depth of 28 :rt where another 

break occurs as the top-of-rock, 

21. At the oblique sounding (ES3), the resistivity values were felt 

to be strongly affected by electrofiltration (as it was claimed they nor

mally are in this type of sounding); however, not to such a degree that 

the top-of-rock could not be identified. This point again was identified 

as being a~ a depth of 33 f't. 
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Profile 2 re:mlts 

22. According to the {mp;ine()rinr; firm, all valw::is <~alculatcd nlonr; 

Profile 2 (and shown in plate 3) were ::>trongly influenced 11.v 1oenl el0.l!

trofiltratiori effects resulting from normal seepaee moving between c:losely 

spaced grout holes. These grout holes, referred to as piles, are con

sidered as interference to each vertical line of soundings because of the 

similarity of spacing of the holes (5 ~) and the soundings (2 m or 6.56 f't). 

23. Because of this local effect, true resistivities were calculable 

only to ·a depth of 50 ft. Below this depth, the values had to be calcu

lated and presented as potential anomalies because of the multiplicity of 

· electrofiltration effects, i.e., the effect caused by the piles plus that 

caused by reservoir leakage of a larger scale. The unit value of the 

anomalies corresponds arbitrarily to an average resistivity of 100 ohms/m3 . 

The profiles shown in plate 4 were prepared to :::ubstantiate the electro

filtration effect caused by the piles and to calculate the amplitude of 

the anomalies thus caused. This information is necessary to establish, the 

magnitude of error present in the values in plate 3 when attempting to 

isolate the reservoir leakage electrofiltration effects. 

24. An examination of plate 3 indicates that only minor anomalies 

occur to the right (east) of Sounding 21 (station 87+49); these are probably 

due entirely to an electrofiltration effect caused by· the piles. To the 

left (west) of Sounding 21, a pronounced anomaly occurs with the highest 

values (~22) situated between stations 87+10 and 87+20 at a depth Of 120 

to 140 ft or between elevations 95 and 75 f't ms1. The engineering firm 

concluded that this anomaly is due to an electrofiltration effect caused· 

principally by pronounced leakage from the reservoir. Although it was not 

possible,to delineate the top-of-rock (presumably because of the overridins 

-influence of ·the pfle-inauced electrof'iltration effect), it was sug[Sested 

that the greater horizontal development of the anomaly between elevations 

110 and· 125 ft msl might represent a zone of greater water circulation 

through the.base'of the alluvium. The' zone of high potential anomaly 

values-centered at about elevation 80 ft msl was suggested as being a 

path of high water circulation (i.e., a joint or cavity) in the earthy 

limestone. 
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Data evaluation 

25. To establish the relationship between the resistivity profile 

along Line l· and the path of concentrated underseepage from the reservoir, 

several types of data were plotted along the profile at the same hori

zontal scale (plate 5). These data, extracted from contour maps and 

other infonnation furnished by the MOO, include the water· table configu

ration, the top-of-rock configuration, and a groundwater-temperature pro

file. Although the water table configuration does not appear to be diag

nostic, the other data indicate the main path of underseepage" is marked 

by the cool water temperatures and the low top-of-rock between stations 

3-J-00 and 6+50. 

26. As shown in plate 5, there is general but not specific agree

ment between the resistivity profile and the path of underseepage so 

deteTmined, The highest resistivity values (between stations 5+50 and 

6+00) do not correlate with either the lowest point of top-of-rock or 

the coolest water temperatures .. · There are additional minor peaks in the 

resistivity profile, such as at station 8+40; for which there is no ap

parent reason. 

27. While the profile was being surveyed, attention was devoted to 

lor.ating irrelevant features such as ditches, culverts, power lines, 

metal objects, and others that might influence the r8sistivity values ob

tained. Certain features of this type were in the vicinity· of. the pro

file; however, no apparent relationship exists between .them and the re

sistivity values recorded. 

28. At the vertical sounding.'.3 along Profile 1 (ESl, 2, 3), the true 

top-of-rock is about 4 ft deeper than that determined by the geoelectrical 

technique at Soundings ES2 and ES3; whereas at Sounding ESl,_ the- true top

of-rock is about 22 ft deeper (elevation 100 ft msl) and is below the 

lower limit of the sounding. The break in trend in this sounding at a 

depth of 33 ft has no apparent basis in fact and is probably attributable 

to some unknown change in lithology in the alluvium. 

29. A similar plotting of absolute data over the resistivity data 

was accomplished along Line 2 (plate 6). It is readily apparent that the 

large potential anomaly to the left of Sounding 21 crosses the formational 
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boundaries anr1 has its point of highest values situated at the base of tho 

earthy limestone. Rather ·than being at the base of the alluvium, the zone 

-of pronounced horizontal development between elevations 110 and 125 ft msl 

occurs within the earthy:limestone. 

30. The plotting of the additional information on Profile 2 sub~ 

stantiates that none of the fonnational contacts'are manifested by a change 

in anomaly values. M::lreover, in the embankment above the zone of pile

induced electrofiltration effect where true resistivity values were de-

terminable, it is not possible to detect the saturation line. 

Second Report 

31. · With submittal of the initial report, the enp,ineering firm re

quested that they be furnished copies of boring logs or other data pro

viding information such as the configuration of the top-of-rock. This in

formation possibly would enable them to make more valid correlations or 

to explain phenomena not intelligible otherwise. In answer to this re

quest, the firm was furnished the requested data exactly in the form' 

shown in plates 5 and 6. On the basis of the furnished data, they were 

able to make the following additional comments and conclusions.· 

Profile 1 

32. - In reevaluating the -horizontal profile along Line 1, the engi

neering firm replotted the water-temperature profile so that the tem

perature values increase downward (plate 7) rather than upward as is the 

case in the data submitted to them (plate 5). • They concluded that. this 

profile correlates well with the resistivity prof:Lle and, if the resis

tivity profile is shifted about 45 ft to the -right (east), the correlation 

is nearly perfect. · ~No _mention .was made -of -any -c--orrelation -between the 

resistivity profile and the top-of-r'ock configuration or the water table 

profile. 

33. The reason for the error in the horizontal position of the re

sistivity profile was claimed to be distortion of the electrical field. 

- As explained, distortion results· from the direction and intensity of a 

volume of flowing water which sets up a streaming potential which, in 
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turn, produces a certain voltage potential. The engineering firm indi

cated that with considerably more work, the character of the distortion 

could be more precisely determined and related to the direction and 

volume of water flow; however, it is probably beyond the present state-of

the-art to achieve greater horizontal accuracy than that obtained during 

this survey. 

Profile 2 

3l4. The field data obtained along Profile 2 were reprocessed in an 

effort to derive a more meaningful correlation with the known conditions 

in the area. As shown in plate 8, new curves were plotted at each sound

ing and the potential anomalies delineated, The limit of the zone of . 

potential anomalies was then superimposed on the equi-anomaly lines or 

contours for the large anomaly between stations 87+10 and 87.+120 as shown 

on the lef't side of plate 8. As can be seen, there is close agreement 

between the data as presented in the two different forms. 

35, The validity of the large anomaly thus verified, the engineering 

firm again explained the lack of apparent relationship between the anomaly 

and the known subsurface situation by assuming a horizontal.distance error 

caused by an analogous electrical field distortion. In their opinion, the 

anomaly appears 60 ft too far to the le:f't (west) and probably should coin

cide with the low top-of-rock or gully between stations 87+50 and 87-1-Bo 

where they expect a greater amount of seepage should be present, 

36. The depth of the large anomaly is shown by the engineering firm · 

in plate 8 to be 10 :rt higher than first indicated.by them in plate 6. 
As a result, the zone of greater horizontal development of the anomaly 

agrees more closely with the top-of-rock, No mention whatsoever of a 

vertical adjustment is contained in their rep_ort_ and_ ther.e. is- no apparent 

logical reason for such an adjustment; it is possible that a simple scale 

error in plotting or drafting might be responsible for this discrepancy. 

Evaluation 

37. The general agreement . between the res isti vi ty profile and the 

water-temperature profile along Line l indicates the Menard method was 

successf'uJ. in detecting moving groundwater because of the resultant elec

trofiltration effect, Along Line 2, n large anomaly was detected which 
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does not nppear to corre1atc with known eonditions, :t .e., thr"!re is no known 

feature such as an open joint in the earthy limcstont~ .nt thfo locri.tion that 

would be transmitting a large volume of underseepage. 

38. The desire· of the engineering firm to achieve and explain a more 

precise correlation between the geoelectrical survey data· and known sub

surface conditions does not appear to be warranted and possibly introduces 

a greater rather than a lesser percentage of error. Even though a distor

tion of the electrical field might be present, there is no indication that 

enough is known of the phenomenon to say it was responsible for nn.error 

in horizontal scale of the magnitude or in the direction claimed by the 

engineering firm. . . 

39, The more precise correlation of the resistivity profile with 

the· water-temperature profile along Line 1 achieved by a lateral shif't of 

45 f't might be valid--and it might also be nothing more than coincidence. 

The water-temperature measurements used for the. profile were made about 

two 'weeks before the resistivity survey; experience has shown that both 

the actual temperatures and their spatial arrangement are constantly 

changing· 11nd appear in considerably different form .on the mom.hly .contour 

. renditions prepared by the MDO. Consequently, the water-temperature pro

file as shown in plates 5 and 7 .might not be representative of conditions 

as they existed at the time of the res is ti vity survey. 

4o~ · In the case of Profile 2, grouting.operation records of the MDO 

indicate no greater amount of grout take in either the alluvium or the 

rock in the low top..:or-rock zone between stations 87+50 a.nd 87+80 than 

elsewhere along the grout line. Therefore, unless a narrow ,jc•int or void · 

was co.npletely missed or some unexplainable situntion developed durlne 

the grouting, there is no reason to suspect that a zone of concentrated 

under seepage cc curs in -this ·nrea. 0n the other ~nana., the grouting records 

indicate the largest grout take along the line occurred in the overburden 

(alluvium and/or embankment fill) at station 87+10. The near coincidence 

in locaticn (but not in depth) of the high grout take and· the potential 

anomaly suggests an unexplained causal relationship. Hence, a lateral 

shi~ of 60 f't in the position of the anomaly achieves no greater degree 

of correlation than is present at.the original location. 
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Conclusions 

41. Regarding the applicability and effectiveness of the Menard 

method of electrical resistivity surveying to problems of locating and 

delineating subsurface openings in which flowing water is present, the 

following observations and conclusions have been made based on the work 

at the Walter F. George Reservoir. 

a. Concentrated puth::i or imdcrseepagc or e;roundwater circula
tion are manifested by an electr~filtration effect that can 
be detected as zones of anomaly in both horizontal and 
vertical profiling procedures. 

b. Proper interpretation of anomalies is dependent in large 
measure on the extent to which subsurface conditions a.re 
known, In situations where no moving groundwater is sus
pected, the ability of the method to correctly identify 
anomalies as being due to an electrofiltration effect is 
a matter of conjecture. 

c. A horizontal distance error of several tens of feet even 
at shallow depths might be encountered where an electro
filtration effect is present, Correction for this effect 
might be possible with considerable additional i.,rork. 

d, Where an electrofiltration effect is present, formational 
contacts, even major ones, might be transparent or indis
cernible. 

e. The method is considered to be superior in terms of time 
and cost to all other sensors or techniques in detecting 
and tracing concentrated paths of underseepage where they 
are known to occur in rather small areas such as at the 
Walter F. George Reservoir. This would be the case for 
either overland or overwater survey procedures. However, 
even where only shallow horizontal profiling is involved, 
the technique is too time-consuming in terms of its ac
curacy capability to be valuable in surveys of large areas 
or reconnaissances-. 

f; The Menard method apparently is not unique in regard to 
equipment, field procedure, or data-processing techniques. 
The effectiveness of the method appears to be directly re
lated to the considerable knowledge, experience, and data.-
manipulation ability of Mr. Rene Menard. · 
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APPENDIX A: TEXTS OF REPORrS BY 
J. J. DURY AND ASSOCIATES 



1 - RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS 

The resistivity of the water retained by 
the dam was measured at two places by means of floating 
electrodes: 

. ~ _; 

Near· the w.Q.rksh·.op: 260 Ohms per cubic meter: 
at the edge of the dam.,faci~g line 21330 Ohms/m, 

This resistivity value of the water, rela
tively high compared to water content of the alluvium 
and calcareous materials under study, should permit to 
discern the presence of such water in the substrata ,in-
v e s t i g at e d • · · · : .· · · 

2 - MEASUREMENT OF ANOMALIES CAUSED'Bi ·E~ECTROFiLTRiTION 

A water circulation aero~~·~ porous te~~ain 
produces an electrical field which alters the electro
potential values of a terrain impregnated by· same water, 
non circulating; this circulation may completely falsify 
the measured resistivity value of this, terrain., 1 ..• 

A circulation restrained to a fissure or 
to a thin .porous .layer produces a .distortion of the equi
potential :sections of the 'electrical field, which results 
in potential leap aff~cting the .true value of resistivi
ties in the immediaie erivircin~ent of the confined w~ter 
in movement. 

~he ~esl~tivities thus.affected are often· 
incalculable. When the effecits of· electrofiltration fal
sify beyond reason the actual resistivity values of a mea
sured .soil,: as in the .case of line. 2, ·it is convenient 
to replace th~ usual notaii~n of resistivities by a func
tion of anomaly of potential values~ · 

To ~atisfy-ihis requirement, we. have. adop
ted a scale of anomalies which is function.of the apparent 
resistivity value. considered as normal for the configu- . 
ration of the system in place and c~~r~sponding to ~ 
certain depth of prospection. 

It happens that the potential produced by 
the natural field of electrofiltration (ionization) be 
inverse and superior to the potential produced by the 
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artificial electrical field used for 'the resistivi"ty 
me~surements; . this.would correspond to an apparent 
negative resistivity.which is a non sense. 

Anomaly 0 

' j ~ 

Anomaly + 1 + 2 
·+ 3 

Anomaly - 1 
. ~ ' : 

Anomaly -2 _,3 

The scale of anomalies adopted is; 

Unity of potential corresponding to 
the apparent resistivity of the. 
terrain without perturbation. 

1, 2,· 3,, times the unity of Poten
tiaL 

' .. 
Corresponding to an apparent resis
tivity 0 of a terrain without per-

, turbation • 

. reverse effect of positive anomalies 
(negative potential measures) • 

. . 

We have observed, during our prospection, 
. that the inclination of the,li~es of current of the 
artificial electrical field in: relation to the slope._ of 
water; circulation was somewhat .important, which imposes 
different applications of electrical soundings. These 
are described in the following paragraph. 

As in the classical method, the 4 elec
trodes (quadripole) are disp.Lac.e.d- s-imu-ltan-eou-s-1-y, the
spacing of the electrodes being pre-arranged for a cer
tain depth profiling. 

This depth is very appro~imative~ more 
accurate depths are obtained only by electrical sounding. 

Detection of water circulation is not 
possible by profiling in shallow depth. 

' 
The profiles .can· be, eccentered, as in 

·, sounding, for more accentuated effects. · 

SOUNDING & PROFILING AT FORT GAINES - GEORGIA 

Line l 
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Resistivity Profile (Drawing No. 910-28-1) 

, A profile.of. resistivity by: eccentered 
array was realized along a' line of looo:feet~ down-
stream from the Dam. · 

The electrodes were spaced for a pros
pection of 25 to 40feet from ground surface. 

~ . ' .. 
Betweeri· stations O, 3 + 00 and 7 + 50 

10 + 00, the resistivities are inferior to 250 Ohms/m3 • 
. . ·· . 

These resistivities (apparent) repre
sent the mean resistivity of the subsoil from depth 25 
to 40 feet. 

Two: peaks ~xceed; 400 Ohms, at 3 + 50 
and at 7 + 00 • 

. , ' The prominent characteristic .. of' this 
profile is ·a series' of· resistivities exceeding 600 Ohms, 
betweE'n stations 5 + 50 and 6 + 00 • 

. ' ' . ;-_ 

':It:•is possible., subject' to.confirmation, 
th~t the lower resistivity val~es·- below-250 Ohms:~ 
'represent a.: soil· impregnated-with' its normal water while 
the higher·values ~ay correspond.to water emanating from 
the lake. ; ·1 " • • • 

The highest resistivities are quite 
likely associated with electrofiltration. effects • . : i' 

ELECTRICAL SOUNDINGS 

Three' elec~rical soundings were reali
zed _a_t _tw.o -loe-a.t-ion-s-: -E-51 ift station 4 + 30, ES2 and 
ES3 at station 5 +· 90. ,These lo.cations were purposely 
selected within the zone abnormal resistivity values~· 

(Plate 2)* 

·The three sou~dings· are reported in 
the lower half of drawing· no. 910-28-1. The co rrespo n- (Plate .2) 
ding vertical (or oblique for sounding ES3) columns 
are shown with the absolute resistivities at their res-
pective depth. · .,. , .. 1 "'· 

* Marginal notations refer to plate numbers for illustrations' that 
follow the main text. 
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The two diagrams at soundings ESl and ES2 
represent the ratio between the cente~ed and eicentered 
potential values, at the depth indicated.· There are · 
two eccentered soundings for. one centered sounding and 
each of the two lines (FPE and FPW) has the centered 
sounding potential values in common, which are such ar
;ranged ·as to lie along the vertical li~e at ES. 

In alluviums, when no water circulation-exists, 
the curves of ecceotered sounding data will be confoun
ded with the curve of centered sounding, or closely so. 

~he eccentered sounding curves will gain dis
tance from the centered sounding curve when a condition 
of water circulation exists. 

Generally, each eccentered curve lies on either 
side from the centered curve but in this case, the two 
eccentered curves (FPW and FPE) lie on the same side. 
We ignore the reason for this. 

ESl 

The resistivities may be devided in 

these above 100 Ohm~. 
those below 100 Ohm's;! 

two groups: 

The line of demarcation is at about elevation 
33. It coincides with a break in the two curves. Th.is 
contrast is not sufficient to indicate an interface 
say from alluvium to limestone but~ compared with the 
other two soundings ES2 and ES3, this line may well.be 
the passing from alluvium to limestone• 

The average ratio of the two curves of the 
diagram lies between + 1.5 and+ 2 at the upper section, 
and between + 1.2 and + 1.6 at the lower section. The 
maximum amplitude is + 2.2. 

ES2 

·The resistivity values here are three to four 
times higher than in ES!. This accrued range of resis
tivity may be explained partly by water impregnation from 
the lake. 
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The -demarcation line =between two groups of 
resistivities .lies. at- elevation - 33 as previously. 
There is1more contrast here however. Again, this line. 
corresponds ·to a break in the two curves of the diagram·. 

The centered ..;. eccentered potential ratio 
indicated by the .. curve.s reaches' the value of + 4.5 in 
one ~ase and + 5.5 in the other. This may reflect a 
condition of. high water circulation. 

The highest amplitude is at elevation - 28'. 
(This level may coincide with the contact alluvium -
limestone. in case the latter presents, on surface, a 
highly .. re:dstant laya-). 

ES3 

This is.an eccentered sounding. The resis
tivity values affected by electrofiltration are more 
accentuated in eccentered soundings and no longer re
flect the real resistivities of the soil although the 
contact between two terrains may well come out. 

The alluvium limestone contact is obviously 
between elevation - 30 and 33. 

The maximum resistivity of 1900 Ohms coinci
des with:the maximum amp~itude of the two curves at 
SE2. ·. •· 

,,: .The above finding- and-observations should 
be.correlated with borehole· information which, we 
kindly beg, should be: made· available· to us. 

Line 2 

The electrode setting was disposed along the. 
boundary of the road on top of the Dam, at elevation 
215 ft, as shown on Drawing 910-28-2. (Plate 3) 

A vertical cross-section along this line 
is shown- on sheet 1- between stations 86 + 80 and 88.+ 80. 
This cut- goes down to:elevation 50. 
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All along the line, a series of concrete 
piles exists, spaced 5 feet apart.· 

The water circulation between each couple 
of piles produce as many sources of electrofiltration 
effects which alter substantially the electrical mea~ 
surements. These. phenomena are~eported on sheet'2, 
drawing no~ 910-28-3.: · · · (Plate 4) 

The electrical soundings are serials side 
by s i de and th e subs o i l an a 1 y s i s · ·· i s cont i nu o u s by s l i c e s 

. of teirain of 2 metres (6.56 feet). _Each sounding is 
therefore bound to interfere with at least one source 
of electrofiltration produced between two consecutive· 
piles. 

The resistivities of the soundings were 
calculable down to a depth of 50 feet only. Below thi~ 
depth, the results were transformed in potential anoma-
lies as .explained above,_we to the multiplicity of . 
electrofiltration effects. "The unit value of the 
anomalies corresponds.arbitrarily to an average resis
tivity of 100 Ohms/m3. 

On mo~t of the soundings b~tween lines 1 
and 22, on~ will note an iricrease of the resistivities 
at level - a - corresponding to 170'. This level may 
represent the water table along the line. It .seems 
to rise progressively between lines 22 and 27. 

1 w ELECTROFILTRATION EFFECTS PRODUCED BY THE PILES 
(line 2 - sheet 2). 

A re~i~tivity ~r~ftl~ pl, rearrzed for a 
mean depth of 40 feet, is not affected by the electro
fil tration due to the enlignment of piles (see upper 
diagram of sh~et 2). 

The ahomaly profile p2, ~ealized for a 

(Plate·4) 

mean depth of 130 feet, does reflect the electrofiltra
tion effects. 

Profile P3, same mean depth, is a repeti
tion of P2 but with measurements every 26 inches that is, 
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about 3 readings per sounding. This profile confirms 
the anomalies with a mean amplitude equal to twice the 
normal potential, positive or negative. 

. . :: On the ri"ght •end. of sheet 2, four diagrams (Plate 4) 
of anomalies are shown as an\example. It is observed 
that the persistance of .the ef!ect in depth may only 
be explained by an:obstacle, vertically, that is paral
lel to the two equipotential sections of the electrical-· 
field passing by the potential electrodes. · · · · 

. Another indi~~iion of :ibis effect produ-
ced by the piles is given by the six eccentered.soun-
dings shown to the.right of drawing no 910-28-2 •. The (Plate 3) 
equipotential .sections .~hich are oblique relative to 
the vertical line of the pile edges, receive the elec
trofiltration effects only partially, as indicated.~y 
lateral intervals .. in ,resistivities, intervals that in-
crease with depth. · · 

.. On the anomaiy,pr,ofiles (sheet.2), the . (Plate 4) 
values in~rease from sounding 20 progressively t~ soun-
ding: 25 then, abruptly up to an anormaly exce,eding 20 . 
times the potential unity • 

. On P3, the anomalies resulting from the 
presence of the piles ~re persistant along the rising 
curve with a mean amplitude of ± 2, which illustrates 
the two.types of. electrofiltrati~n effects encountered.· 

.) . 

2 - ELECTROFILTRATION .EFFECTS IN SUBSOIL 
.... . ' . .. 

All the anomaly values are nominally repor-
ted in the cross section of drawing no. 910-28-2 without (Plate 3) 
distinction of signs+ or-. · ·. · 

~h~ref~re, between sou~dings 2b a~d 31, 
the anomalies reported may be wrong in the proportion 
of plus or minus 2 due lo electrofiltration effect pro-
duced. by the piles. · ·· · 

Two different zones are obvious: 

a -. on the right si_de fro.m sounding 21, the anomalie_s 
generally inferior to 2 which indicate the electro
filtration due to piles; 
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b) on the le!t side from sounding 21, the anomalies 
are much higher and increase progressively .from 
2 to 24. 

The •equi-anomalyi curves numbered from 2 
to 22 are concentric around a nucleus of intensity 22 
at elevation 80' - 90'. The high resistivity of the 
'lake water is reflected in the amplitude of these ano
malies. 

The horizontal display of the anomalies 
between soundings 21 and. 30 and between elevations 110 
and 120 seems to emphasize the water circulation at 
the base of tke alluviums; the limestone surface. might 
correspond to level - . h,·. - shown at elevation 110. This 
is subject to verification by boring data. 

The· highest scope of anomaly, ·at eleva
. tion 80, seems to indicate a path of high water cir

culation, more sensitive to dissolution by·water. · 

This region is obviously confirmeu by 
the anomalies of least importance but measured at same· 
level (elevation 80), at the base of 'soundings 9 - 10 -
11. A minimum zone of anomaly at elevation 115 at same 
soundings seems to prolong level 1. 

Level c of minimum anomaly appears at 
several soundings at elevation 65. This could indicate 
an interface. 

The natural ground surface line below 
the embankment does not appear on this cross-sectioni 
it would probably come out by resistivity if that part_ 
of the s~bs.(}il was- not a-lt-e-r-ed l>y electrofiltration 
effects. 

It is possible that the high anomnlies 
encountered on ·lines 1 and 2 correspond to the same 
water circulation. An intermediate profile would of 
course give the answer. 

In the survey on top of the embankment 
(line 2), the determination of the depths is not as 
accurate as it would-be on natural ground surface du~· 
to the irregular configuration of the soil. 

t . 
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CONCLUSION 

This electrical resistivity sur
vey by: the Menard met.hod shows the possibility of 
locating water circulatioo s in subsoil, even small. 

. . It is .a: fact of experience that a 
soil neighboring a water holding such as a lake, ri~er; 
reservoir, the portion of this soil below the water 
surf ace.is such af.f ec ted by circulation water as to 
alter, to a high degree the true resistivity value of 
the measured layers. 

In the present case, a water circu
lation obviously, un.important across 'the eobankment and 
the alluviums, produces some electrofiltration effects 
prohibiting. the normal calculation of the resistivities 
if some imp~rvious elements are in existence in the soil 
material under consideration. 

We. foresee a variety of applications 
of our· method .to.solve, economicall7, the numerous pro
blems ~•tailed by.· water circulations by. overwater survey 
as·well as ground surveys.· 

It would be useful that-~e be sup
plied with the boring or other information you have 
within the· areas surveyed by us •. This information would 
enable us to correlate our findings and perhaps, to 
explain some phenomena that can hardly be explained by 
Resistivity survey alone. 

: j 

J JD/11 

• ! ,. 

You-r-s Hn:y truly, 

SONDELEC .. JN~J!,:RNATIONAL·LIMITED 
·CJ .J .D~.ry,/,"d ·Assochtesl , , . 

ttzli!l!it/ . 
(,...--. 

J.J~Dury, Eng • ._,,· 

Translated from original report by R.Menard, Esq. 
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J . .J. nu Ry f1 N n As s 0 c I j\ TE s 
ENriINEETIS 

1034 SHERBROOKE STREET WEST 
MONTRE.<'.L ;?., QUEDEC 

TEL£Pl!ONE: 642-1174 

Montreal, March 20th, 1970. 

Your Ref: WESSG 

Department of .the Army, 
Waterways Experiment Station, 
Corps of Engineers, 
Vicksburg, 
Mississippi 39180. 

Attention: Dr. R.T. Saucier.' 

Dear Dr. Saucier, 

Search for water circulation1 
through openings by Electrical 

Sounding and profiling. 

The letter and enclosures l and 2 from 
Mr. James P. Sale were received on February 20th. 
We are most thankful to Mr. Sale.· We certainly 
have judicious comments to express in this matter 
which we gladly convey to you with this corres~on
dance. 

LINE 1 

If we plot the temperature degrees with. 
increasing values downward, it·is obvious that the 
curve is in correlation with the curve of resisti
vities, the lowest temperature range corresponding 
to the largest resistivity anomaly range. But, if 
the resistivity curve is shifted to the right by 
about 45 feet, the correspondance with the tempera
ture curve is nearly perfect. 

All 

(Plate 7) 



If the low temperature zones correspond 
to lake water Path of Circulation, so does the 
zones of resistivity .anomalies but, as it appears, 
with certain horizontal adjustment taking care of 
distortion of the electrical field. This will be 
discussed in the paragraph of Line 2. 

The top of rock at ES! is 5 feet below 
the lowest point of our sounding. At ES2, a small 
resistivity anomaly (90 Ohms) is shown just at the 
true rock line. The vertical accuracy of the inter
faci is fairly good considering the variation of 
the rock surface in this region. Same remark applies 
to ES3. 

LINE 2 

The electrical .survey was much more detai
led here than at line 1. 

Considering that the large anomaly ampli
tudes neighbouring 87 + 20 could mask the electro
filtration effects at each sounding, we have drawn 
new curves with the dV values as read directly in 
field. This new diagram'·is appended herewith. 

In order to obtain a same scale of the 
measurements, the values are brought to a uniform 
intensity of 100 mA (current). For example: 

' _ Field measurementi 
reported on the diagram: 

5 mV/25mA. 
20 mV/100 mA. 

The hatched areas show the anomalies and 
their position in relation to the two rock line~. 

On the left end of the diagram, the cross
section showing .the equi-anomaly lines of our first 
report is redrawn showing the limit of Potential 
anomalies 'BS indicated in the new diagram. 

;1 ", -.. 

From sounding·! to 19, the curves present 
a certain similitude, .corresponding to a terrain of 
low resistivi.ty on surface·beeoming more and more re
sistant with depth. The absolute values cif the ·po- · 
tential are altered by the proximity of the caissons. 
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Sounding no. 11 shows a certain anomaly 
which is reversed at sounding no~. 10 and appears 
again at sounding no. 9. 

From sounding 20, the scale of mV's is 
doubled dn account of the iarger dV values. 

From sounding 20 to sounding 25, a poten
tial jump is very obvious· at elevation 135. The 
anomaly disappears near elevation 125. The group 
seems to indicate a·water circulation at the base of 
the alluvium~ 

From sounding 26 to 29, the same anomaly 
appears but to a deeper elevation which ro uld corres
pond t~ a circulation. in the upper part of the lime
stone. 

These anomalies are reproduced within the 
broken line on the cross section of equi-anomaly 
lines reported on the left end of the diagram • 

. An important observation is now discussed 
regarding the position of the anomalies . 

. . 
On line I, the resistivity line. is obvious

ly 45 feet out if the temperature line is represen
tative of the actual path of seepage. This is· pro
bable due to distortion effects of the electrical 
field as discussed below. 

- On line; 2, sheet 2. of our. original report, 
the resistivity profiles PL,_ E2-' and P3 wer-e- o-bt·afned
from a similar method of measurement and it is fair 
to assume that the lines of profile should be more 
to the right due to distortion of the electrical 
field. 

Likewise, the resistivity soundings and 
their. equi-anomaly contour lines. (sheet 1, line 2 of 
our original report, and left end of the new diagram) 
are off centered. · 

In our opinion, the center of the high 
anomaly zone of line 2 should correspond to the 
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rock gully between 87 + 60 and 07 + UO where one 
shou1dexpect a more important source of water cir
culation. The horizontal variation is in the order 
of 60 feet. 

This phenomenon, normal in geo
electrical' application, is due to the direction and 
intensity of a flow resulting from a differential 
hydrostatic pressure. This· sets up a streaming po
tential- which' produces a certain voltage potential. 
The problem is to accumulate sufficient experience 

··to locate properly an actual source 'of anomaly from 
the apparent results obtained by sounding. In this 
particular case, the electrofiltration effects are 
certainly affectid,by th~ presence of the concrete 
caissons which were ~ery close to the survey line 
and as: su'ch1 the study on line, 2 cannot serve as a 
guide for future application; it is rather an iso
lated (but how interesting) case. 

EFFl:cr OF DISTORTION' 

If the' survey lines 1 and 2 cut 
through the same path of water circulation (an in:.. 
termediate survey line would be necessary· to be more 
conclusive), the latter mak.es. an angle of about 45° 
·with th'e direction- of the parallel lines 1 and 2 (see 
fig. 1):. :·~ 

In an electrical sounding,. the 
slice of soil concerned by the measurement is repre
sented,: in plan, by CMND on figure 2 and in cross sec
tion''on figure 3. The distance MN is nearly constant 
with increasing depth but distance CD increases with 
depth. -

For this reason, the prospection 
of a geological accident of small thickness is ordi
narily realized by operational lines nearly perpendi
cular to this accident which is a characteristic of 
our method. · 

In the present case, the intersec
t ion of a zone of· f is s u ratio n wo u 1 d res u 1 t in a bl ttr red 



zone as shown batched in fig. 1. This seems not 
to be the case in this prospection bur rather, .the 
zone of .anomaly .obviously extends on either sides. 
of the gully. 

Our .previous.findings on electro
!iltration effects and detection of carities .brought 
us to study, in the electrical field~ the ,distortion 
of equipotential sections which its~lf ii a result 
of the distortion of the current lines caused by 
various actions. This is a complex .field which still 
requires some experimentation. 

In the present case, the general 
electrofiltration effect subdued to the diff~rential 
hydrolic pressure obvio~sly produces a deformation 
of the electrical 'field as. shown in figure 3, ·in the 
direction of the ionization due to the ~ater circu-
1 at i.o n. :,r 

The axis MNa of the normal electri
cal field is. inclined towards MNb and ·a zone of ano
maly, detected along axis MNB, is reported on axis 
MN a.· 

We enclose herewith the table of 
mV values which were used to draw. th'e 31. curves in 
cross section. The potential increase from soinding 
21 to 28. is striking as you will ~ee. Note the n~
gative values resulting from electrofiltration effects 
no doubt influenced by the presence, of piers. 

CONCLUSION 

The presence of flowing water in a 
geological underground system is detected with force 
as indicated by the resistivity results in your spe
cific case. 

The forces of the system however is 
obvi•>usly not. directly localized due to the distor
tion of the electrical lines by a streaming potential. 
A problem of readjustment therefore exists and is.yet 
to be solved to gain accuracy. 
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Wherever the direction of the flowing 
water is known, the geological system permitting 
the water to.flow (joint, ·opening) 'is si.tu.ated in 
direction from the appai~nt locati~n fourid electri
cally. In the present case for example the direc
tion of the flow is known (from upstream to down
stream, no matter the angularity)· and therefore, 
th e a c t Li al 1 0 c at i 0 n . 0 f t h' e s y s' t em i s k n 0 w n t 0 be ; 

. on the right side froni the apparent location, along 
the survey line 2. How far ? ·. this is function of. 
unknown f~ctors'that is: thi interisity of the flow 

·and' the angularity of its path.:. Fortunately, the 
amplitude of the resistivity ~nomilies is a guide 
as to the intensity of the flow: the higher the 
anomaly, the larger',must be the intensity of the 
flow'and conse~uently, the fart~e~ should be the 
distance between the· apparent 'and the actual focus·. 
Other factdrs may influence .the distance sue~ as 
the angularity of the flow but ·th~se are of secon~ 
darr importance. 

Experience is iacking to obtain a fair 
d e 'g re e o f p r e c i s i o n . a s t o · the ex a c t 1 o cat i o n o f an 
opening 'or similar tectonic in rock allowing water· 
to flow but this survey is no doubt conclusive as 
to its ability to detect zones of interesi in their 
relative values. At the ·present time, only appro
ximate ~ethod can situate ho~izontally the focal 
point 'within a lineal accuracy' of say 20 t'o 40%. 
Exp e r i e 'n c e h a s to · b e r e 1 i e d up o n to g a i n a c cu r a c y . 
' . . ' . . 

If the location of the opening along 
line 2 is known, please let us know. 

Yo~r~ very truly, 

SO.NDELEC INTERN\\TIONAL LIMITED 
(J.J.Dury an,~ Associates)· 

· J JD/11 

Prepared in collaboration 
with Mr. R. Menard. 
cc: Mr.James P.Sale. 
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J.J.Dury, Eng. 
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11 

11,79 
11,;3 

10,04 
9,79 
9,30 
8,79 
s,72 
9,.31 
8;9' 
9,17 
8,94 
8,76 
8;93 
8,S'J 
a,56 
7,6a 
8,04 

7/rt 
7,72 
Q,JS 

s,61 
S,18 
S,26 

4,6S 
4,88 
4:,'8 

.. 
''"I.•, 

10 

2,58 
1,59 
1,26 
o,62 
0,31 
0,13 

-0,12. 
-0,73 
-0,at. 
-1,22 
-1,66 
-1,62 
-1,44 
-1,40 
-1,67 
..J.,40 
-1,74 
-1,71 
-1,79 
-1,18 
...0,98 
-0,74 
-0,92 
-IJ,S7 

-9,44 
. -0,51 

DIFFERENCE OF POTENTIAL mV for an intensit1 of 100 mA 

..., -..-- E lee tf·1(: .;}/ Jovndin_g.J .- __ 
' . 

9 - 6 5 ' ... 4 8 7 3 2 
17,96 16,oa 15,52 17,18 16,22 
1.3,98 lJ,J4 12,49 13,42 12,70 
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APPENDIX B: THE MENARD ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY MErHOD 
OF SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION 

Determination of Electrical Resistivity 

The main characteristic of our technique is the determination of a 

great quantity of resistivities in sub-soil by mechanical cnlculationn 

from fielrl measurement data. These calculated resistivities are plotted 

in suitable prof:i les which are thereafter used for the lithological and 

geological interpretation of different terroins. The thickness of tho 

sub-soil layers identifiable by absolute resistivity is in the order of 

the twentieth of the depth. It is a fact that the number of identifiable 

layers is not limited to 3 or l~ as in the classical methods but rather, 

to as many layers as the above restriction permits. 

Three conditions are necessary to obtain a valuahle supply of infor

mation, viz: 

a. thot the absolute resistivity value of a certain volume of 
svhmirface terrain be determined by calculation with sufficient 
accuracy and without humnn interpretation at .this stare; 

h. that the localization in depth be as we 11 precise; 

c. that the perturbations or var:Loun· effects be identified to be 
either utilized or rejected. 

These three conditions are thus onalyzed: 

Calculation of ele0.tircal resistivity 

The methocl used in the field is the study of an e1ectrica1 field by 

direct current (I) by an array displayed on soil surface similnr to the 

Schlumberger method, that is: 

The electrical. field, of intensity I, is produced by two 
current electrodes A arui B while a s-0unding is done. At effch 
increment of A and B, a measure of difference of potential -
dv - is effected between two potential electrodes MN fixed at 
few feet apart. In the conventional methods now in use, the 
quadripole AMNB is generally symmetric. 

In our technique (Menard Array) this system is equally usE:d but for 

a more det:J.ilerl sub-soil study nnd in order to sntisf'y the alJO'te n, b, 

and c requ Lrements it i::: necessary to combine hoth the symmctr:;.c nnd 

asymmetric arrangements or sometimen solely the asymmetric onen. 
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The type of. exploration to adopt ls governed by the r,eologicnl gtruc-

tures encountered and the i nforrrint ion des ired. The l)a::; h~ qunnt i ty, deter

mined in field, is an electrical resistivity calculated from the Ohm 

fonnula: 

dv 
R., I K 

K being a co.efficient which i::: function of the spacin13 of the quadripole 

AMNB. 

' This resistivity, so-called apparent redstivity, is the tntnl re-

sistivity, of a portion of the sub-soil lyinr, between the two eq11ipotentinl 

sections of the electrical field pas::;inr.; thrc;U{~h M nnd N. The vnrint.ion 

.of this apparent resistivity, as the amplification or moclifil~ation of the 

eledrical field goes on by the displacement of the electrodes A and B, is 

analyzed very precisely by a computer. With the discontinuities produced 

in the electrical field while field mN1:rnrcments are carried out, it is 

possible .to analyze the variations directly by calculation withr:ut the use 

of diagrams or curves. · The formulns and tnbles established for the:>e enJ

culations have been calibrated .and verified by about 30,000 electricnl 

soundini:r,s of whi 1~h ahout 2000 have been directly confirmed by correlation 

with boreholes or excavation work. 

LO<!alization in depth 

The depths are determined by calculation in function of the diGcon..: 

tinuities mentioned above. This calculation is valid whatever the .dis-
,· 

symmetry of the quadripole AMNB may be. Thus, the depth of- a geological 

contact can be determined by several arrangements of the quadripole, which 

constitutes an important factor of precision and verification. A program

mation on a computer _r_ealizes the compl-e-te intcrpret-ation of the electrieal 

soundings. 

Perturbations and various effects 

The use of multi-~onductor cah1es in the ficJd permits the n~cnrdinr: 

of measures Hith multiple com1Jinatlorn; of the quadiipole AMNB allc"i. to elim

inate ar1vantngeously the perturbations which can be caused by geological 

accidents. ~;~ese mu1ti-combiriations permit equally to record. the· effects 
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produced by natural electrical fields such as the effect::; of electro

filtration which may be useful to know in search for water and public 

utility projects. 
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